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Abstract—Underlay spectrum sharing is an effective solution
to improve the spectral efficiency of wireless communications
systems by allowing a secondary user (SU) to share spectrum
with a primary user (PU). Meanwhile, reconfigurable intelligent
surface (RIS) has been recently emerged as a promising technique
to enhance energy efficiency through intelligently reconfiguring
the channel environment. However, it is challenging to achieve
higher quality of service for the SU under strict interference
constraints to protect the PU. Therefore, adapting the transmit
power of the SU and phases of RIS reflective elements while
adhering to constraints on the interference caused to the PU is
crucial. This adaptation is driven by the nature of interference
and transmit power constraints imposed on the SU. For an RIS-
assisted secondary network, we aim to minimize an average
symbol error probability subject to an average interference
constraint imposed by the PU. We systematically develop an
optimal rule for joint binary transmit power control for the SU
and passive beamforming for the RIS. We propose an algorithm
to find optimal Lagrange parameter. We also propose a low-
complexity coordinate descent based iterative algorithm to obtain
RIS phase shifts. Simulation results demonstrate the efficacy of
the optimal rule compared to several benchmarking rules.

Keywords—Reconfigurable intelligent surface, spectrum shar-
ing, binary power control, symbol error probability, average
interference constraint

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectrum sharing is a promising technology that is targeted
to significantly improve the utilization of scarce wireless spec-
trum in the sixth-generation (6G) wireless network to support
ubiquitous connectivity and diversified scenarios for satisfying
the requirements of various emerging applications [1]. In an
underlay mode of spectrum sharing, a secondary user (SU)
can simultaneously transmit on the same frequency band as a
higher priority primary user (PU) so long as the interference
it causes to the primary receiver is tightly constrained [2].
However, the interference constraint results in lower reliability
and limited coverage area for the SUs, which will thus limit
the application potential of spectrum sharing.

Recently, reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS) has
emerged as a promising technology to achieve high en-
ergy efficiency for wireless communication systems cost-
effectively [3], [4]. Specifically, RIS is a planar array con-
sisting of a large number of passive elements, where each
element is able to induce a certain phase shift, which can be
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programmed by a controller, to the incident electromagnetic
wave. It enables passive beamforming to improve the received
signal power at the SU as well as interference suppression at
the PU to tackle the challenges for underlay spectrum sharing
without deploying additional costly and energy-consuming
communication infrastructures [5], [6].

A. Literature: RIS-Assisted Spectrum Sharing Network (SSN)

The benefits of deploying RIS for indoor SSN is explained
in [7] with an experimental setup. In [5], a joint optimization
problem for transmit power control of a secondary transmitter
(ST) and passive beamforming for the RIS is studied to
maximize the achievable rate at a secondary receiver (SR).
It considers a signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
constraint for a primary receiver and a peak transmit power
constraint for the ST. An alternating optimization (AO)-based
algorithm is proposed in it. The same optimization problem
is also studied in [8] considering imperfect channel state
information (CSI) and discrete RIS phase shifts.

Considering an RIS-assisted multiuser multiple-input
single-output (MISO) SSN, [6] focuses on maximizing the
sum data rate for the SRs by jointly optimizing the ST active
beamforming and the RIS passive beamforming subject to a
peak interference constraint at each primary receiver. Similar
optimization problem is also studied in [9], albeit for a single
SR considering both perfect and imperfect CSI. Furthermore,
the work in [9] is extended for multiple RIS-assisted SSN
in [10]. Instead, considering multiuser MISO SSN, [11] aims
to minimize the transmit power of the ST via joint ST active
beamforming and RIS passive beamforming, while meeting
an SINR constraint at each SR and the peak interference
constraint at each primary receiver.

B. Focus and Contributions

We focus on an RIS-assisted SSN, in which a secondary
source (S) communicates with a secondary destination (D).
Both S and D are equipped with a single antenna. Our objec-
tive is to develop a jointly optimal binary power control (BPC)
rule at S and passive beamforming at the RIS to minimize the
average symbol error probability (SEP) at D subject to an
average interference constraint at the primary receiver X . Our
problem formulation is novel and practical in the following
aspects. Firstly, binary power control, in which S transmits
with a fixed power Pmax or with zero power, has not been
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Fig. 1: An RIS-assisted underlay spectrum sharing network.

explored in the literature for RIS. BPC is practically important
because it enables S to employ more energy-efficient power
amplifiers and it has been studied in several wireless commu-
nication models [2], [12]. Secondly, the average interference
constraint, in which the fading-averaged interference power
at X due to secondary transmissions should be less than a
threshold, has not been studied for RIS-assisted SSN. It is less
restrictive than the conservative peak interference constraint,
and, thus, enables the secondary network to perform better by
changing both the RIS phase shift elements and transmit power
of S depending on the channel fades. Thirdly, we focus on
minimizing the average SEP unlike the achievable rate metric
in [5]. SEP is an important measure of the reliability of a
communication system [2], [13].

The specific contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We systematically derive an optimal rule for joint BPC

at S and passive beamforming at the RIS to minimize
the average SEP at D subject to an average interference
constraint at X . This involves solving a system of
non-linear equations, where the number of equations is
equal to the number of RIS elements. To reduce this
complexity, we propose a coordinate descent algorithm
(CDA) to obtain the RIS phase shifts.

2) We provide exact closed form expressions for the av-
erage interference power at X when RIS phases are
adjusted to achieve (i) minimum SEP at D and (ii)
minimum interference power at X . These results help
characterizing the optimal rule.

3) Our simulation results demonstrate the behaviour of
the optimal rule for different values of interference
threshold. It shows the effect of RIS placement and
reveals that the optimal rule significantly reduces the
average SEP compared to other benchmarking rules.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

As shown in Figure 1, we consider an RIS-assisted underlay
spectrum sharing network, in which the secondary network
consists of a secondary source S, a secondary destination
D, and an RIS having M reflective elements. It coexists
with a primary network that consists of a primary transmitter
T and a primary receiver X . We assume that all nodes
are equipped with a single antenna. The complex baseband
channel gains for S-D and S-X links are denoted by hSD
and hSX , respectively. We consider independent Rayleigh

fading for these links. Therefore, hSD ∼ CN (0, µSD) and
hSX ∼ CN (0, µSX), where µSD and µSX denote their mean
channel power gains, respectively. Here, h ∼ CN (0, µ) means
that h is a circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random
variable (RV) with zero mean and variance µ.

In reality, the RIS is to be deployed such that there exists a
line of sight (LoS) path in the RIS-reflected links. We further
assume a worst case scenario in which the LoS path also exists
between the RIS and X . Therefore, we model the complex
baseband channel gains for S-RIS, RIS-D, and RIS-X links
as Rician fading following [9], [10], [14]. These baseband
channels gains for the mth RIS reflective element, for 1 ≤
m ≤M , are respectively represented by

hmSR =
√
µSR

(√
KSR

1 +KSR
h̄mSR +

√
1

1 +KSR
h̃mSR

)
, (1)

hmRD =
√
µRD

(√
KRD

1 +KRD
h̄mRD +

√
1

1 +KRD
h̃mRD

)
, (2)

hmRX =
√
µRX

(√
KRX

1 +KRX
h̄mRX +

√
1

1 +KRX
h̃mRX

)
, (3)

where KSR, KRD, and KRX are the Rician factors and µSR,
µRD, and µRX denote the mean channel power gains of the
S-RIS, RIS-D, and RIS-X links, respectively. Furthermore,
h̄mSR, h̄mRD, and h̄mRX represents the fixed channel related to
the LoS component, while h̃mSR, h̃mRD, and h̃mRX represents the
non-LoS channel following independent CN (0, 1) distribution.

Let θhSX
, θhSD

, θhm
SR

, θhm
RD

, θhm
RX

denote the phases of the
corresponding baseband channel gains hSX , hSD, hmSR, hmRD,
and hmRX , for 1 ≤ m ≤ M , respectively. The RIS reflection
coefficient can be expressed as Φm = βme

jθm , where βm ∈
[0, 1] is the reflection loss and θm ∈ [0, 2π) and the phase shift
of the mth RIS element. To maximize the reflection power of
the RIS, we fix βm = 1, for all m, as typically assumed
in [11]. Due to high path loss, the power of the signals that
are reflected by the RIS two or more times is ignored [5]. Let
Θ , [θ1, θ2, . . . , θM ] denote the RIS phase shift vector.

A. Data Transmission and Interference Model

Let S transmits a data symbol x with E
[
|x|2
]

= 1. The
transmit power of S is denoted by PS ∈ {Pmax, 0}, following
a BPC rule. We assume quasi-static flat-fading channel model.
Furthermore, the RIS is always assumed to be ON during
data transmission from S to D. The combined received signal
at D by the direct link and RIS-reflected link is then given
by yD =

√
PS

(
hSD +

∑M
m=1 h

m
RDe

jθmhmSR

)
x + nD + nP ,

where, nD ∼ CN (0, σ2
D) is the Gaussian noise at D and

nP ∼ CN (0, σ2
P ) is the interference at D due to transmissions

by T via the direct link, which is modeled as Gaussian [2],
[10].1 We further assume that RIS-reflected interference signal
at D due to transmissions by T is negligible. This may happen

1The Gaussian interference assumption is a tractable and worst case model
for the interference [2], [15]. It is valid when the primary transmitters are far
away from D [9], [11]. Even with one T , this is justified when T transmits
OFDM signal and provides SEP upper bound for a constant amplitude signal.



when RIS is located close to S. Thus, nD+nP ∼ CN (0, σ2),
where σ2 , σ2

D +σ2
P . The instantaneous SINR γS (PS ,Θ) at

D can now be expressed as

γS (PS ,Θ) =
PS
σ2

∣∣∣∣∣hSD +

M∑
m=1

hmRDe
jθmhmSR

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (4)

The interference signal iX received at X due to transmis-
sions by S via direct link and RIS-reflected link is given by
iX =

√
PS

(
hSX +

∑M
m=1 h

m
RXe

jθmhmSR

)
x. Let I (PS ,Θ)

denote the instantaneous interference power at X . It can be
written as

I (PS ,Θ) = PS

∣∣∣∣∣hSX +

M∑
m=1

hmRXe
jθmhmSR

∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (5)

The source is subject to an average interference constraint by
ensuring that the fading-averaged interference power at X due
to transmissions by S is less than or equal to a threshold Ith,
i.e., E [I (PS ,Θ)] ≤ Ith. The choice of Ith is determined by
the quality of service requirements of the primary network.

B. Problem Statement

Our objective is to minimize the average SEP of the
secondary network. Let SEP(γS) denote the instantaneous SEP
at D, which is a function of received SINR γS . From [13,
(14)], for all modulation techniques, it can be written in the
following generic form SEP(γS) ≈ c1 exp (−c2γS), where
c1 and c2 are modulation dependent constants. Our goal is
to jointly optimize source’s transmit power PS and the RIS
phase shift vector Θ in order to minimize the average SEP of
the secondary network subject to the average interference con-
straint. To keep the notation simple, we do not explicitly show
the dependence of PS and Θ on the various channel fades.
It can be mathematically stated as the following stochastic,
constrained optimization problem P:

P : min
PS ,Θ

E [c1 exp(−c2γS (PS ,Θ))] , (6)

s.t. E [I (PS ,Θ)] ≤ Ith, (7)
PS ∈ {Pmax, 0} . (8)

III. ANALYSIS OF AVERAGE INTERFERENCE POWER

To solve P , we now derive closed-form expressions for the
average values of the minimum interference powers at X when
S transmits with power Pmax. We further derive the average
interference power at X to obtain the minimum average SEP
at D when no interference constraint is active.

A. Fading-averaged minimum interference power

When S transmits with power PS = Pmax, the primary
receiver will experience the minimum interference when the
direct S-X link is 180

◦
out of phase with the composite S-RIS-

X link. This happens when θm = π+θhSX
−
(
θhm

SR
+ θhm

RX

)
,

for 1 ≤ m ≤ M . Under this, the cross term in (5)∑M
m=1 h

m
RXe

jθmhmSRh
∗
SX = −

∑M
m=1 |hmRX ||hmSR||hSX |.

Lemma 1: The fading-averaged value of the minimum
interference power Imin

avg at X for PS = Pmax is given by

Imin
avg = E

Pmax

(
|hSX | −

M∑
m=1

|hmRX ||hmSR|

)2
 = A1+A2−A3.

(9)
where, A1 = PmaxµSX , A2 = PmaxMµSRµRX +
PmaxM(M−1)π2µSRµRX

16(KSR+1)(KRX+1)

(
L 1

2
(−KSR)L 1

2
(−KRX)

)2
, and A3 =

PmaxM
√

π3µSXµSRµRX

16(KRX+1)(KSR+1)
L1/2 (−KSR)L1/2 (−KRX),

with L 1
2
(.) denotes the Laguerre Polynomial [16, (22.2.13)].

Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix A.

B. Unconstrained average interference power (Ith =∞)

Let Iun denote the average interference power at X to
obtain the minimum average SEP at D when no interference
constraint is active, i.e., Ith =∞. It happens when PS = Pmax
and θm = θhSD

−
(
θhm

SR
+ θhm

RD

)
, for 1 ≤ m ≤M .

Lemma 2: The fading-averaged value of the interference
power Iun at X to obtain the minimum average SEP at D,
when no interference constraint is active is given by

Iun = Pmax

(
µSX +MµSRµRX +

M(M − 1)π2µSRµRX
16 (KSR+1) (KRX+1)

×
[
L1/2(−KSR)L1/2(−KRX) ζ(KRX)ζ(KRD)

]2)
, (10)

where, ζ(K)=
√

K
π

π∫
0

cos2 θe−K sin2 θ
(

1+erf
(√
K cos θ

))
dθ

and erf (.) denotes the error function [16, (7.1.1)].
Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix B.

IV. OPTIMAL BPC AND RIS PASSIVE BEAMFORMING

We now systematically derive an optimal rule for joint BPC
at S and passive beamforming at the RIS that solves P using
the above Lemmas. Let P̄S ∈ {Pmax, 0} denote the optimal
transmit power of S and Θ̄ =

[
θ̄1, θ̄2, . . . , θ̄M

]
denote the

optimal phase shift vector of the RIS reflective elements. A
feasible rule is the one that satisfies the average interference
constraint in (7). We want to find P̄S and Θ̄ that minimizes
the average SEP at D while satisfying the average interference
constraint at X . Let SEP (PS ,Θ) denote the instantaneous
SEP for a specific choice of PS and Θ. It is given by the
term inside the expectation operator in (6). We characterize
the optimal rule as follows:
• Region I (Ith ≥ Iun): The optimal values of PS and Θ

that minimizes the average SEP at D while satisfying the
average interference constraint is given by

P̄S = Pmax and Θ̄ = θhSD
1− (ΘhSR

+ ΘhRD
) , (11)

where ΘhSR
,

[
θh1

SR
, θh2

SR
, . . . , θhM

SR

]
, ΘhRD

,[
θh1

RD
, θh2

RD
, . . . , θhM

RD

]
, and 1 , [1, 1, . . . , 1]. We shall

refer the rule in (11) as the unconstrained rule henceforth.
The average interference caused by it is given in (10).

• Region II (Imin
avg ≤ Ith < Iun): The unconstrained rule is

not a feasible rule in this region as Iun > Ith. Therefore,



it cannot be optimal. The following result completely
characterizes the optimal rule in this region.
Result 1: The optimal BPC and RIS beamforming rule
that minimizes the average SEP under the average inter-
ference constraint in Region II is P̄S = Pmax and

Θ̄ = argmin
Θ

{SEP (Pmax,Θ) + λI (Pmax,Θ)} , (12)

where λ is the Lagrange parameter. In this region, λ >
0. The value of λ is computed such that the secondary
network satisfies the average interference constraint with
equality. Therefore, Iavg(λ) , E

[
I
(
Pmax, Θ̄

)]
= Ith.

Proof: The proof is relegated to Appendix C.
We note that Iavg(0) = Iun and it can be shown that
Iavg(λ) is a continuous and monotonically decreasing
function of λ for λ > 0. Therefore, the bisection search
method can be used to find the optimal value for λ in
this case. The algorithm to compute optimal value for λ
and Θ̄ is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm to obtain Optimal λ and Θ̄

1: Initialize λ = λl = λu = 0
2: Until Iavg(λ) ≤ Ith, find λu by updating λu ← λ + 0.01

and obtaining Θ̄ using (12) for λ = λu.
3: while |Iavg(λ)− Ith| > ε do
4: Calculate λ = λl+λu

2 . Find Θ̄ by using (12).
5: Compute Iavg(λ) = E

[
I
(
Pmax, Θ̄

)]
.

6: If Iavg(λ) < Ith, λu ← λ; otherwise λl ← λ.
7: end while
8: return The optimal solutions for λ and Θ̄.

• Region III (Ith < Imin
avg ): In this region, setting PS = Pmax

and θm = π + θhSX
−
(
θhm

SR
+ θhm

RX

)
, θmin

m for all the
possible channel fades violates the interference constraint.

Let g ,
(
|hSX | −

∑M
m=1 |hmRX ||hmSR|

)2
denotes the

equivalent channel power gain from S to X for the
minimum interference condition using θm = θmin

m , for 1 ≤
m ≤M . Furthermore, let β > 0 be the unique solution of

the equation Pmax

β∫
0

gfg(g) dg = Ith, where fg(g) denotes

the probability density function (PDF) of g. Then, the
optimal power P̄S = Pmax, if g ≤ β; otherwise, P̄S = 0.
The parameter β is computed numerically. The optimal
phase shift vector Θ̄ = (π + θhSX

) 1−(ΘhSR
+ ΘhRX

).
The parameter β can be derived analytically similar to
techniques used in Result 1 of [2] and is not included
here due to space constraints.

Obtaining Θ̄ from (12): By taking partial derivative of the
objective function SEP (Pmax,Θ)+λI (Pmax,Θ) w.r.t. θm, and
setting it to zero, we get the following equations for 1 ≤ m ≤
M :
amYm + a∗mY

∗
m +

∑M
l=1
l 6=m

CmlYmY
∗
l + C∗mlY

∗
mYl

= c1c2
λσ2 exp

(
− c2Pmax

σ2

∣∣∣hSD+
∑M
m=1 h

m
RDYmh

m
SR

∣∣∣2)
×
(
bmYm+b∗mY

∗
m+

∑M
l=1
l 6=m

DmlYmY
∗
l +D∗mlY

∗
mYl

)
,

where am = jhmSRh
m
RXh

∗
SX , bm = jhmSRh

m
RDh

∗
SD, Cml =

jhmSRh
m
RXh

l∗

SRh
l∗

RX , Dml = jhmSRh
m
RDh

l∗

SRh
l∗

RD, and Ym =
ejθm . Finding optimal Θ̄ involves solving a system of non-
linear equations with M unknowns and M equations. Efficient
multi-step iterative methods, e.g., Newton-Raphson’s method
(complexity O(kM3) for k iterations) and hybrid Newton-
Raphson and Stochastic Gradient Descent method (complexity
O(kM)) are available to handle this problem [17].

We next propose a suboptimal coordinate descent algorithm
to obtain RIS phases with lower complexity. At each iteration
of CDA, we first minimize the metric w.r.t. each phase shift
θm while the other phase shifts are kept fixed. Since θm is
the solution of the above equation, it can be easily computed
using fsolve in Matlab. The computational complexity of CDA
is O(M) per iteration as we need to solve for M phase shifts
one by one.

Discussion on CSI assumptions: Channel estimation is
necessary for implementing the optimal rule. Considering
the passive nature of the RIS, we adopt the time-division
duplex protocol to exploit channel reciprocity and reduce CSI
feedback overhead. Following the channel estimation protocol
in [10], S needs to know perfect knowledge about the direct
S-D channel gain hSD and the cascaded channel gain matrix
HRDhSR of S-RIS-D link, where HRD = diag (hRD),
hRD = [h1RD, . . . , h

M
RD]T , and hSR = [h1SR, . . . , h

M
SR]T ,

whose details have been omitted for brevity. Similarly, the
direct S-X channel gain hSX and the cascaded channel
gain matrix of S-RIS-X link can be estimated. The source
computes Θ based on this CSI and communicates to the RIS
controller through a control link.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, simulation results are provided to evaluate
the performance of the proposed scheme. For any two nodes
A ∈ {S,RIS} and B ∈ {D,RIS, X}, the mean channel power
gain is given by δ (d0/dAB)

αAB [11]. Here, δ = −30 dB is the
path loss at reference point d0 = 1 m, dAB denotes the distance
between the nodes A and B, and αAB denotes the path loss
exponent, which is considered as 3.5 for the direct S-D and
S-X channels and 2.5 for the RIS-assisted channels. We set
the Rician factors as 2, the sum of thermal noise power and
interference power from T as σ2 = −100 dBm, and ε = 10−4.
Unless mentioned otherwise, we set dSD = 100 m, dSX =
95.5 m, dSR = 98.5 m, dRD = 10.2 m, and dRX = 3 m.

Behaviour of the proposed rule and bechmarking: Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b) plot the normalized average interference power at
X in dB and the average SEP at D, respectively, by the optimal
rule as a function of Ith/σ

2. Then, the proposed scheme is
compared with several benchmarking methods satisfying the
average interference constraint: (1) Minimum interference rule,
in which we use θm = θmin

m in Region I; (2) Fixed phase rule,
in which all values of the RIS phase shifts are kept fixed
in Region I; (3) Random phase rule, in which the phase of
each reflective element is randomly and uniformly generated
between 0 and 2π in Region I. For the above three rules, we set
PS = Pmax in Region I and II. Further, θm = θmin

m is used in
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2 by the various rules
(M = 20, Pmax = 23 dBm and 8PSK).

Region II. However, in Region III, we adopt the same strategy
for power control and RIS beamforming as the optimal rule.
We also compare with no-RIS case, in which the optimal BPC
rule given in [2] is used.

We first discuss the behaviour of the proposed scheme.
(a) When Ith/σ

2 < Imin
avg /σ

2 (= 20 dB): In this Region
III, as Ith/σ

2 increases, the normalized average interference
power (= Ith/σ

2) increases and the average SEP decreases.
The optimal power control policy decides to transmit with
full power Pmax more often as Ith/σ

2 increases. (b) When
Imin

avg /σ
2 ≤ Ith/σ

2 < Iun/σ
2: In this Region II, the normalized

average interference power equals Ith/σ
2 and continues to

increase as Ith/σ
2 increases. The average SEP decreases

abruptly from the Region III and becomes almost independent
of Ith/σ

2. This is because in order to meet the average interfer-
ence constraint with equality, the value of λ (> 0) decreases
as Ith/σ

2 increases, and S transmits with fixed power Pmax
for all channel fades. (c) When Ith/σ

2 ≥ Iun/σ
2 (= 26.5 dB):

In this Region I, the unconstrained rule is the optimal. The
normalized average interference power saturates at Iun/σ

2.
The average SEP decreases slightly and becomes independent
of Ith/σ

2 as in a conventional non-SSN. Note that no RIS
scheme incurs the highest SEP. In Region III, the average SEP
and interference power of all other benchmarking schemes
are the same as those of the optimal rule by construction.
However, for Region II and I, the SEP of the proposed scheme
outperforms all the other schemes by two orders of magnitude.

Effect of RIS placement: Fig. 3 plots the average SEP of the
optimal rule as a function of S-D distance dSD for different
values of M . The locations of S, X , and RIS are set as [0, 0, 0],
[60, 0, 0], and [40, 10, 0], respectively, and dSD is varying as
D moves towards S. We also plot the average SEP for no RIS
case [2]. It increases as dSD increases. However, using RIS
with M = 20, we see that the average SEP initially increases
as dSD increases and then starts decreasing till dSD = 40 m.
This is due to the fact that although D moves away from S,
it reaches closer to the RIS, which results a stronger RIS-
reflected link. Furthermore, the average SEP increases with
dSD for dSD > 40 m. This is because D moves away from
both S and the RIS. We further see that as M increases, the
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Fig. 3: Average SEP as a function of distance between S and
D (Pmax = 5 dBm, Ith/σ

2 = 20 dB, and 8PSK).

average SEP decreases and the maximum benefit is observed
when D is close to RIS (dSD = 40 m). Thus, the placement
of the RIS plays a crucial role.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Considering an RIS-assisted spectrum sharing network, we
developed novel SEP-optimal rule for binary transmit power
control for the source and passive beamforming for the RIS
under an average interference constraint. We proposed an
algorithm to accurately compute optimal Lagrange parameter.
We also proposed a low-complexity suboptimal CDA to obtain
the RIS phase shift vector. We derived exact closed-form
expressions for the average interference power when RIS
phases are adjusted to obtain (i) minimum SEP at D and
(ii) minimum interference power at X . We observed that the
optimal rule reduced the average SEP by upto two orders of
magnitude compared to suboptimal rules for joint BPC and
RIS passive beamforming. We showed that as the number of
RIS reflective elements increased, the average SEP decreased,
and the maximum benefit was observed when D was close to
RIS. Including continuous power control to better utilize the
available CSI can be potential future research.

APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 1

Using PS = Pmax and θm = π + θhSX
−(

θhm
SR

+ θhm
RX

)
in (5) and simplifying further, we get the

minimum value of the instantaneous interference power

as Pmax

(
|hSX | −

∑M
m=1 |hmRX ||hmSR|

)2
. The minimum av-

erage interference power is given by Imin
avg = A1 +

A2 − A3, where A1 = PmaxE
[
|hSX |2

]
= PmaxµSX ,

A2 = PmaxE
[(∑M

m=1 |hmRX | |hmSR|
)2]

, and A3 =

2PmaxE
[
|hSX |

∑M
m=1 |hmRX | |hmSR|

]
.

Now, A2 simplifies to A2 = PmaxE[
∑M
m=1 |hmRX |

2 |hmSR|
2

+
∑M
m=1

∑M
n=1,n6=m |hmRX | |hmSR| |hnRX | |hnSR|]. It is easy to

see that E
[∑M

m=1 |hmRX |
2 |hmSR|

2
]

= MµRXµSR. For Ri-

cian fading, E [|hSR|] =
√

πµSR

4(KSR+1)L1/2 (−KSR) and

E [|hRX |] =
√

πµRX

4(KRX+1)L1/2 (−KRX), and observing the



fact that |hmSR| is independent of |hmRX | and |hnSR|, for n 6= m,
E
[∑M

m=1

∑M
n=1,n6=m |hmRX | |hmSR| |hnRX | |hnSR|

]
= M(M−1)π2µSRµRX

16(KSR+1)(KRX+1)

(
L1/2(−KSR)L1/2(−KRX)

)2
.

Under Rayleigh fading, we can show that E [|hSX |] =√
πµSX

2 . Using the independent channel property, we get A3 =

PmaxM
√

π3µSXµSRµRX

16(KRX+1)(KSR+1)
L1/2 (−KRX)L1/2 (−KSR).

Combining A1, A2, and A3 together yields Imin
avg in (9).

B. Proof of Lemma 2
To minimize the average SEP under no interference con-

straint, we set PS = Pmax and θm = θhSD
−
(
θhm

SR
+ θhm

RD

)
.

Expressing |Z|2 by ZZ∗ in (5) and averaging over channel
fades, the average interference power is given by

Iun = PmaxE

[
|hSX |2 + h∗SX

M∑
m=1

hmRXe
jθmhmSR

+hSX

M∑
m=1

(hmRX)
∗
e−jθm (hmSR)

∗
+

M∑
m=1

|hmRX |
2 |hmSR|

2

+

M∑
m=1

M∑
n=1
n 6=m

hmRXh
m
SR (hnRX)

∗
(hnSR)

∗
ej(θm−θn)

 ,
, T1 + T2 + T3 + T4 + T5. (13)

Note that T1 = PmaxµSX . Since the direct S-X
link is independent of the cascaded S-RIS-X link and
E [hSX ] = 0, we have T2 = 0 and T3 = 0. Exploiting
the independent channel property, T4 = MPmaxµSRµRX .
Further, substituting the value of θm, we can show that T5 =∑M
m=1

∑M
n=1
n 6=m

E [|hmSR| |hnSR| |hmRX | |hnRX |]E
[
e
j
(
θhm

RX
−θhn

RX

)]
× E

[
e
j
(
−θhm

RD
+θhn

RD

)]
. Using [18, (10)] and observing that

the PDF of the phase θ under Rician fading model is an even
function of θ, the term E

[
ejθ
]

simplifies to ζ(K), which is
defined in (10), where K is KRD and KRX for the RIS-D
and RIS-X links, respectively. Finally, we can show that T5 =
M(M−1)Pmaxπ

2µSRµRX

16(KSR+1)(KRX+1) [L1/2 (−KSR)L1/2 (−KRX) ζ(KRX)

×ζ(KRD)]2. Combining all the necessary terms yields the
final expression for Iun in (10).

C. Proof of Result 1
A selection rule that always chooses the zero transmit power

option causes zero interference to X . It is, therefore, feasible
for any Ith. Therefore, the set of all feasible selection rules is
a non-empty set. Let φ be a feasible rule, for which Θ be the
RIS phase shift matrix and PS = Pmax. For λ > 0, define an
auxiliary function Lφ(λ) associated with φ as follows:

Lφ (λ) , E [SEP (Pmax,Θ) + λI (Pmax,Θ)] . (14)

Note that Lφ(λ) is a function of both φ and λ.
Furthermore, we define φ to be another feasible rule, which

selects P̄S = Pmax and Θ̄ as follows:

Θ̄ = arg min
Θ

[SEP (Pmax,Θ) + λI (Pmax,Θ)] , (15)

where λ is chosen such that E
[
I
(
Pmax, Θ̄

)]
= Ith. Thus, φ is

a feasible rule. We now prove that φ is the optimal rule. From
the definition of φ in (15) it follows that Lφ (λ) ≤ Lφ (λ).
Therefore, using (14) and since E

[
I
(
Pmax, Θ̄

)]
= Ith, we get

E
[
SEP

(
Pmax, Θ̄

)]
≤ E [SEP (Pmax,Θ)] + λ (E [I (Pmax,Θ)]− Ith) . (16)

Since φ is a feasible rule, E [I (Pmax,Θ)] ≤ Ith. Thus,
E
[
SEP

(
Pmax, Θ̄

)]
≤ E [SEP (Pmax,Θ)]. Hence φ yields the

lowest average SEP among all feasible rules. Hence, it is the
optimal rule.
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